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Astronomy at the Beach 2020
ONLINE EVENT THIS YEAR
Friday, September 25, & Saturday, September 26, 2020, 6PM-1AM
We will have a selection of recorded presentations about astronomy and space science, as well as
live presentations by local astronomers and our special guests:

Brother Guy Consolmagno SJ
is Director of the Vatican Observatory and President of the
Vatican Observatory Foundation. A native of Detroit, Michigan, he earned undergraduate
and masters’ degrees from
MIT, and a Ph. D. in Planetary
Science from the University of
Arizona; he was a postdoctoral
research fellow at Harvard and
MIT, served in the US Peace
Corps (Kenya), and taught
university physics at Lafayette
College before entering the
Jesuits in 1989.

David H. Levy is one of the
most successful comet discoverers in history. He has discovered 22 comets, nine of them
using his own backyard telescopes. With Eugene and Carolyn Shoemaker at the Palomar
Observatory in California he
discovered Shoemaker-Levy 9,
the comet that collided with
Jupiter in 1994. That episode
produced the most spectacular
explosions ever witnessed in
the solar system. Levy is currently involved with the Jarnac
Comet Survey, which is based
at the Jarnac Observatory in
Vail, Arizona but which has
telescopes planned for locations around the world.

Dolores Hill, a former resident of Michigan, is a meteorite specialist at the University
of Arizona Lunar and Planetary
Lab, is now also a public outreach specialist with NASA’s
OSIRIS Rex mission to asteroid
Bennu operated by LPL. The
goal of OSIRIS-REx is to collect
a sample of Bennu in mid2020, and return it to Earth in
late 2023. Dolores will fill us
in on the latest news about the
sites chosen to be sampled,
and what we’ve learned so far
about this fascinating little
neighbor of ours in space.

Dan Davis is a professor of
geophysics at Stony Brook
University. His primary area of
research specialization is the
tectonics of regions where
plates converge, causing great
earthquakes and the construction of mountain belts. Other
areas of research include the
application of geophysics to
nuclear arms control and to
the study of glacial and postglacial geology.
Dan is a lifelong stargazer,
and although during the daytime his attention is focused
downward towards the Earth,
that changes after dark.

https://www.glaac.org/astronomy-at-the-beach-2020/
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The Warren Astronomical Society, Inc., is a local, non-profit organization of
amateur astronomers. The Society holds meetings on the first Monday
and third Thursday of each month, starting at 7:30 p.m.
First Monday meeting:

Discussion Group Meeting
Come on over, and talk astronomy, space
news, and whatnot!

Third Thursday meeting:

Cranbrook: Institute of Science Macomb Community College
1221 North Woodward Ave
South campus, Bldg. J, Room J221
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
14600 Twelve Mile Rd.
Warren, Michigan
Membership and Annual Dues
Student
Individual
Senior Citizen
$17.00
$30.00
$22.00

for families
add $7.00

Astronomical League (optional)$7.50
Send membership applications and dues to the treasurer:
c/o Warren Astronomical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 1505
Warren, Michigan 48090-1505
Pay at the meetings
Also via PayPal (send funds to treasurer@warrenastro.org
Among the many benefits of membership are
Loaner telescopes (with deposit). See 2nd VP.
Free copy of each WASP newsletter.
Free use of Stargate Observatory.
Special interest subgroups. See chairpersons.
The Warren Astronomical Society Paper (WASP) is the official monthly
publication of the Society.
Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should
be submitted to the editor on or before the end of each month. Any
format of submission is accepted. Materials can either be transmitted in
person, via US Mail, or by email (publications@warrenastro.org)
Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinion of their authors and are not necessarily the opinion of the Warren Astronomical
Society or this editor. The WASP reserves the right to edit or deny publication of any submission.
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Society. Located on the
grounds of Camp Rotary on 29 Mile Road, 1.8 miles east of Romeo
Plank Road, Stargate features an 8-inch refractor telescope under a
steel dome. The observatory is open according to the open house
schedule published by the 2nd VP.
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President’s Field of View
And here we are in September.
September, of course, means several promising
things to Michigan astronomers, like the return of
astronomical darkness at a reasonable hour. Over
the last two decades it’s also meant the annual return of Astronomy at the Beach, the premiere outreach event for astronomers in Southeastern Michigan. AatB, as we call it in this house, is special in its
scope and its spectacle— seven to ten clubs per
year banding together for a common cause is no
mean feat— but also because its mission is unique
among big astronomy jamborees. Amateur astronomers converge often enough to commune with one
another, what with the FAAC Swap Meet and Great
Lakes Star Gaze close to home, and events like
NEAF and Stellafane out east, but for AatB, we do it
for the general public. The beach packed with telescopes, the dry ice and fire tornadoes, the keynote
speaker… it’s all for the benefit of a child from Detroit or Brighton or Farmington who’s putting an
eye to the telescope for the very first time. Or, often enough, for an adult from any of these places
who’s never seen the Man on the Moon resolve into
highlands and maria before, but who heard
through the grapevine that we had cool stuff going
on that weekend.

Society connections, streamed directly into everyone’s home. And, of course, the programming includes contributions from the clubs large and small
that form GLAAC, giving a distinct Southeastern
Michigan flavor to the proceedings.
So, while we aren’t passing around the familiar clipboard this year to sign all of you up for shifts at
the club table, please don’t sit this one out, even if
you’ve enjoyed a glut of remote viewing and remote
lectures from astronomical luminaries over this
pandemic summer. Bob, Adrian, and the rest of the
planning committee are bringing you something
unique and special… and we won’t have to drive
two-and-a-half hours on a Friday night to get there
on time.
(Even if driving home from Brighton at one AM with
a carload of astronomy gear and an inflatable alien
in the passenger seat is its own kind of special.)
Turn on, tune in, celebrate Astronomy at the Beach
with us, Friday 9/25 and Saturday 9/26. There’s
nothing else quite like it.
-Diane Hall

President

AatB is a beautiful thing.
So I’m happy to say that in this year of plague and
distancing, our Outreach Director/GLAAC delegate
Bob Trembley, new GLAAC President Adrian Bradley, and the rest of the Great Lakes Association of
Astronomy Clubs has been able to reimagine Astronomy at the Beach to fit the times while keeping
to the core GLAAC mission of “Bringing Astronomy
to the Public.” Instead of the beach strewn with
‘scopes, there will be remote viewing; instead of a
presentation tent, there’ll be a trio of truly special
astronomers, all of them with Warren Astronomical

Club Member
Name Tags
Email publications@warrenastro.org for
your personalized name tag

W.A.S.P. Photo and Article Submissions
We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P. Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! —
This is YOUR publication!
Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt)
formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to
the email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a caption for your photos, along with
dates taken, and the way you ’d like your name to appear.
September 2020
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Letters

McMath-Hulbert Update
The McMath-Hulbert Astronomical Society was busy
again in August. Our monthly open house on the
1st was held and we had several visitors. We will be
participating in the Great Lakes Association of Astronomy Clubs Astronomy at the Beach virtual event
on September 25-26.
Work continues on the spectroheliograph in Tower
2 in preparation for resumption of solar imaging. We have collimated the entire 100-foot optical
path through the tower and we're now seeing the
many hundreds of absorption lines in the solar
spectrum at the output slit of the spectroheliograph. Next steps will be to get the best possible
focus on the spectrum and then apply a set of rotating Anderson prisms to allow us to look at the sun
visually. Does any of this work sound interesting? Let's hear from you, as we need a LOT of technical help.
The sun is still in a very inactive state as we're between solar cycles, but we're anticipating a lot of
great solar viewing over the next few years.
Our next open houses as usual will be on the first
Saturday of the month, September 5 and October 3,
starting at 11 AM. Come on out for a visit!

Hate letter to the W.A.S.P.
In a recent number is a picture of a very early
(1920's) meeting, Association of Variable Star Observers. One of the men in the photograph was the
sainted William T. Olcott, savant = Partin + Bailey,
squared. The caption was a mite snide, but of
course I am a stranger to that. It said that apparently in those halcyon days, a neck-tie was essential for observing.
I have bad news for the rube who submitted the
caption: Nota bene the meeting was a CONVENTION. I have been in astronomy so long, meetings
did not look like hillbilly bars, and conventions did
not look like refugee camps. I have a group picture
of the 1966 Spring Meeting of the above, taken on
the steps of Adler Planetarium. If any one who attended was wearing gym shoes and blue jeans, he
was asked to stand aside for the shot.
There is a picture I have seen, equivalent to the triple-header with Churchill-Stalin-Roosevelt. David
Levy and the god-like Leslie Peltier, 1979. One
looks like an old line gentleman. One looks like the
inhabitant of a hobo jungle.
Now which is which . . .?

G. M. ROSS,
Who remembers the Heroic Era
as if it were yester-day.

-Tom Hagen

The recent number in question is the July 2020 issue of the W.A.S.P. Not sure who came up with the
caption, but please don’t shoot the messenger– Ed.

Join the Astronomical League!

Space Pirate Radio

Only $7.50 (membership starts July 1)

Tune in to Captains Marty Kunz
and Diane Hall for live radio
Wednesday nights at 9:00 pm ET
on

Astronomy.fm
Page 4

Get the Reflector
Participate in the Observing Program
Avail yourself of the
League Store
Astronomy Books at a
discount
alcor@warrenastro.org
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New Astronomical League Observing Program
The Astronomical League votes each year on new
observing programs to add to their lists. This year,
they approved five new ones, including one that I
developed called Alternate Constellations Observing Program. The focus of this program is to observe, sketch, and investigate the origin of several
constellations that are not part of the official list of
88.
The program is split into two parts:

Part 1 consists of many of the now
obsolete constellations that were
developed in the Western world to
fill in the gaps left by the ancient
ones, but that did make the modern official list of 88 that we use
today.
Part 2 is a review of star groupings
as seen by indigenous peoples all
around the globe. This includes examples from Native Americans, East Asia,
Africa, Meso America, Oceania, and many
more.

In all cases, there are many interpretations what the
patterns look like and stand for. You can find all
kinds of good information on the internet, library
resources and astronomy texts. Any reasonable resource is acceptable (even Wikipedia!). I developed
the program using only these sources.
Even from a city location you can usually trace out
the constellations using only your eyes or maybe
adding a small pair of binoculars. You won't have to
travel to a dark sky site and the only cost will be
the binoculars and maybe some books if you
choose to buy them. I purposefully tried to make
this program easy and inexpensive after attending a
talk at the Okie Tex Star Party last year on the AL
Observing Programs. Several observers indicated
their frustration with recent programs that require
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expensive equipment, very dark skies, and a large
investment in time. It just so happened that by the
time the program was published, these concerns
became even more important due to the pandemic.
Another goal of this program is to expose people
not only to the obsolete Eurocentric alternate constellations, but also ones from the other cultures around the world. There is both
amazing variety and surprising commonality to star patterns throughout history and geography. Admittedly, the
technical challenges of observing
many of these groups is not large.
But the intent is more to foster
understanding of why constellations developed and how important they have been to us in the
past and still are today.
Link to Program Website:
https://www.astroleague.org/content/
alternate-constellation-observing-program
Wanting to learn more about how other cultures view
the stars? The Polynesian island peoples were highly skilled at navigating large distances over open
seas using clues from the winds, sky and stars. Below are links to a couple of programs about some of
their knowledge.
Portions of the dialogue are in French and Hawaiian
as well as English. Those of you familiar geography
and history will know that the French were very involved in colonization of that portion of the world.
Below find video links to two episodes
Polynesian Ancestors, Stars and Temples
Measuring Polohiwa-a-Kane: Summer Solstice

and

https://manoa.hawaii.edu/hshk/kamakakuokalani/
gladys-brandt-chair/
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W.A.S. Astro-Images
Gary Ross forwards this message from Gerald Persha, a long
past member of the Society, now living in southern New Mexico.
His latest passion, obviously, is spectroscopy.

FWD: Science is King
It has been difficult to learn the processing/
analysis program BASS Project but I'm making
steady progress.
Vega with its prominent H Balmer lines and with
response correction applied is shown below. The
broad lines are a result of the Stark effect. The
large absorption is due to the fact that the stellar
atmosphere is in the sweet zone. Not too hot
where all the hydrogen is ionized and not too cold
where all the hydrogen is in the ground state and
cannot absorb Balmer photons. At 10,000K Vega is
right in the middle of the optimum temperature
for absorbing Balmer photons.

Page 6

P Cyg is an LBV star (Luminous Blue Variable) of
type B1. What is interesting about this star is that is
has a shell of gas expanding from it at incredible
speed. This expanding gas causes an interest spectral sign called "P Cyg Profile". Notice the absorption just before the emission line. The emission feature is due to the gas shell being energized by the
star (imagine the ring nebulae) and the absorption
feature is due to the gas shell absorbing light directly from the star. The delta wavelength (doppler
shift) can give the velocity of the expanding shell.
According to my calculations, I measured a 0.33nm
wave shift which results in a 205km/sec velocity.
The accepted value is 200km/sec.
At 19,000K there are no broad or any Balmer absorption lines. The Balmer features are entirely due
to the expanding shell.
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Tip-Toeing Through Telescopes Past
Mark Kedzior
"While doing some research on the internet trying to find some plans to build my 8" f/4.5 Dob back in 2001,
I ran across this "review" comparing an 18" f/4.5 Obsession to a $100 600x department store telescope. The
author - (Gene Hanson?) - makes a case as to the "superiority" of one scope over the other. What do our
members think? Let the debate begin . . . . . ."
-Mark

September 2020
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Tip-Toeing Through Telescopes Past
"NOTICE!!!
Super-Powerful 100 BILLION MILES
DEEP SPACE TELESCOPES"
"This ad appeared in a local Sunday morning newspaper back in 1999 - I wonder how many were sold and if
there were any reviews on its performance. It states - "for clear, close-up view -range of up to 100 billion
miles." Hmmmm- with that kind of "view-range", could one surmise that Pluto could be seen in great detail
since it is only 3.6 billion miles from the Sun? Just asking . . . . . . "
-Mark

Page 8
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The View From C.W. Sirius Observatory
NGC 7023 – The Iris Nebula
The Iris Nebula (also known
as
NGC
7023)
is
a
bright reflection nebula in
the constellation Cepheus. The
designation NGC 7023 refers
to the open cluster within the
larger reflection nebula designated LBN 487. It was discovered by Sir William Herschel on
October 18, 1794. The nebula,
which shines at magnitude
+6.8, is located 1300 lightyears away from earth and is 6
light-years across.
This Iris contains at its center
an extremely young star V380
Cep, (SAO 19158) magnitude
+7.1, which is believed to have
burst into life just 5,500 years
ago. Since it is an incredibly
young blue star, there is plenty
of local dust surrounding the star, and when starlight hits the dust it’s reflected to become the visible nebula.

The Iris Nebula resembles the Iris flower with its
pretty blue petals. Its petals span 6 light-years
across. The Iris is surrounded by thick fields of dark
interstellar dust which blocks out the stars behind
it.

Reflection nebulae are clouds of interstellar
dust which might reflect the light of a nearby star or stars. The energy from the nearby stars is
This nebula is an extremely popular astro-photo
insufficient to ionize the gas of the nebula to create
object, and is one of my favorites because I prefer
an emission nebula, but is enough to give suffithe blue colors. It can best be seen high in the
northern sky in August, September, and October.
cient scattering to make the dust visible. A more
Using a small refractor telescope will reveal a faint
technical description would be that the frequency
spectrum shown by reflection nebulae is similar to
fuzzy patch. But using a 10” or larger scope will
that of the illuminating stars. Among the microshow much more detail. Since it does make such a
scopic particles responsible for the scattering are
beautiful astro image, I suggest attaching your
carbon compounds (e. g. diamond dust) and comDSLR to your scope and start with just a 4 minute
pounds of other elements such as iron and nickel.
exposure at ISO 1600. You will not be disappointed.
The latter two are often aligned with the galactic
magnetic field and cause the scattered light to be
slightly polarized.
About CW Sirius Observatory:
C.W. (Cadillac West) Sirius Observatory is located 15 west of Cadillac Michigan. Owned
and operated by WAS member Bill Beers. The
dome is an 8’ Clear Skies Inc dome which
houses an 11" f/10 SCT telescope, a 102mm
f/7 refractor telescope, Celestron CGEM DX
mount, and uses an ASI ZWO 071 color CMOS
camera, as well as a QHY8L color CCD camera. The telescope can be remotely operated
from inside Bills house.
Anyone interested in learning about astrophotography, or any questions regarding equipment, or how to take astrophotos using your
iPhones, or any related questions, can contact
Bill at: BEEZOLL@AOL.COM
September 2020
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From the Desk of the Northern Cross Observatory
From Wikipedia: The Elephant's Trunk Nebula is a concentration of interstellar gas and dust within the much
larger ionized gas region IC 1396 located in the constellation Cepheus about 2,400 light years away from
Earth.[1] The piece of the nebula shown here is the dark, dense globule IC 1396A; it is commonly called the
Elephant's Trunk nebula because of its appearance at visible light wavelengths, where there is a dark patch
with a bright, sinuous rim. The bright rim is the surface of the dense cloud that is being illuminated and ionized by a very bright, massive star (HD 206267) that is just to the east of IC 1396A. (In the Spitzer Space Telescope view shown, the massive star is just to the left of the edge of the image.) The entire IC 1396 region is
ionized by the massive star, except for dense globules that can protect themselves from the star's harsh ultraviolet rays.
The Elephant's Trunk Nebula is now thought to be a site of star formation, containing several very young (less
than 100,000 yr) stars that were discovered in infrared images in 2003. Two older (but still young, a couple
of million years, by the standards of stars, which live for billions of years) stars are present in a small, circular
cavity in the head of the globule. Winds from these young stars may have emptied the cavity.
The combined action of the light from the massive star ionizing and compressing the rim of the cloud, and
the wind from the young stars shifting gas from the center outward lead to very high compression in the Elephant's Trunk Nebula. This pressure has triggered the current generation of protostars.

Data: 10” f/8 RC on a Losmandy G11 mount: ZWO asi071mc camera @ temp: 0C, gain 300 18 x 10 minute
subs
Doug Bock
Page 10
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Presentations
Monday, September 14, 2020

become a major factor.
He is a member of the
McMath-Hulbert
Astronomical Society, and has
visited a number of major
observatories. He and his
wife winter in Mesa, Arizona ( a great place for
observing ), and he participates in activities of the
East Valley Astronomy Club.

Thursday, September 17, 2020

Revealing the Nature of
Exoplanet Atmospheres

Discovering the
Dark Universe
By Jim Shedlowsky

By Dr Ryan MacDonald

In the early 20 century our understanding of the nature
of the Universe was revolutionized by the likes of Edwin
Hubble, Albert Einstein, Georges Lemaître and others.
The “Big Bang” theory was born…..and Cosmology became a major branch of the science of Astronomy.

Astronomers have now discovered over 4,200 planets
orbiting other stars. Ranging from inferno gas giants
with temperatures as hot as stars to rocky terrestrial
worlds residing in the habitable zone, the diversity of
planets in our galaxy continues to offer surprises. Exoplanet science is now going through a paradigm shift,
as we move from the era of discovery to the age of characterization.

th

In recent years, our knowledge of the Universe,… its age,
composition, and structure has been substantially revised
with the revelation that everything we can directly detect
with our most powerful telescopes is less than 5% of what
is “out there”. By the end of the 20th century the Astrophysics community had come to accept the presence of a
mysterious source of gravity which does not interact with
electromagnetic radiation, and which outweighs “normal”
visible matter by a factor of five to six times. This material, rediscovered by Vera Rubin in 1970, was given the
name “Dark Matter” in earlier observations made by Fritz
Zwicky.
Then, in 1998, after a major effort by the Physics and
Astronomy communities to determine the effect that this
huge increase in the gravity would have on slowing
down the expansion of the Universe,…..it was unexpectedly discovered that yet another entity was influencing
Cosmic dynamics,….this time a repulsive force, given the
name Dark Energy. Dark Energy was not only counteracting the attractive forces of Gravity, from both regular and
dark matter,….but it constitutes more than two thirds of
the total content of the Universe and is speeding up its
expansion.
This presentation is intended to review and give a historical context of these recent developments, but also to
describe the current state of the Standard Model of Cosmology and the turmoil that now exists within it.
Jim’s astronomical interests include observation and outreach (he owns several telescopes), but in recent years
his passion for astronomical history and technology has
September 2020

By peering into the atmosphere of an exoplanet, one can
infer the conditions on these distant worlds. Over the
last decade, astronomers have developed new techniques to measure exoplanet atmospheres in remarkable
detail. In the near future, these same techniques may
allow the detection of biosignatures in the atmospheres
of planets light-years away.
In this talk, Dr. MacDonald will explain the main techniques used to characterize exoplanet atmospheres. He
will highlight recent cutting-edge discoveries and finally
look ahead to the prospects for detecting alien life elsewhere in our galaxy.
Dr. Ryan MacDonald is a Research Associate at Cornell
University's Carl Sagan Institute. He completed a PhD in
Astronomy at the University of Cambridge, England,
in 2019. At Cornell, Dr.
MacDonald is developing
new techniques to study
exoplanet atmospheres in
preparation for the upcoming launch of NASA's
James Webb Space Telescope in 2021.
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Skyward with David Levy
How to see more than half the
solar system at once
Have you ever wondered if you could see
more than half the solar system at once? An opportunity to do so does not come about often, but it
does happen from time to time. A couple of summers ago, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn were all
in the evening sky and could be spotted at once.
Now, during this summer of 2020 a couple of hours
before dawn, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn are all in the
sky and can be seen at the same time.
The procession begins in the evening, with
Jupiter and Saturn easily visible at about the same
time in the east. Jupiter is brighter than all the
stars on a summer night, and through a telescope,
the rings of Saturn are exquisite. Jupiter and Saturn
appear to get close in the sky every twelve years, or
about once every Jupiter orbit of the Sun. They
were close together in 1960, 1972, 1984, 1996,
2008, and now. They were not far apart when I first
looked at Jupiter through a telescope on September
1, 1960. Galileo himself could have felt no greater
thrill than I did when I used my first telescope,
Echo, and saw the wonderful planet, surrounded by
four bright moons and decorated with gas bands in
its upper atmosphere. Dad and Mom were with me
and they enjoyed that unforgettable view as well.
You too can replicate that experience on the next
clear night.
Toward the east, Mars is brightening with
every night as it gets closer to Earth. Through a
good telescope you should be able to see a polar

cap, and dark markings on its surface like the
prominent Syrtis Major or the very large Mare Acidalium.
Mars has two tiny moons, Phobos, and
Deimos. I have seen Phobos, one night many years
ago, using a large 36-inch diameter reflector. Two
spacecraft are now on their way to Mars. One carries a rover and a helicopter intended to search for
evidence of past life on this planet.
Towards dawn, Venus rises in the northeast.
Although it is the brightest planet (and the brightest object in the sky after the Sun and the Moon),
Venus offers virtually nothing to see through its
dense clouds, even using a good telescope. However, on rare occasions it gets occulted by the Moon.
The attached picture is of one such event I saw.
During about half of the nights this summer, the Moon joins this pantheon of planets. Because the Moon is a real place that we have visited,
not just an object in the sky, it is a real treat in any
telescope. Walk across the craters, climb its mountains, and skate along its enormous maria, or
plains. The Moon is always wonderful.
It is not a trick to see so much of the solar
system at once. Late on the night of August 12,
2020, while observing the Perseid meteors, I viewed
Jupiter low in the west, and Saturn just a bit higher
in the sky. Mars was high in the south. Further
east shone the waning crescent Moon. Finally, Venus was low in the east.
You do not need a telescope to see all this.
Just open your eyes and behold the wonder of our
tiny neighborhood in the cosmos.

Moon and Venus entering clouds
Page 12
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Movie Review
Astronaut Wives Club
https://abc.com/shows/the-astronaut-wives-club

Episode 3: Retroattitudes
“I’ll take a Dark N Stormy. It fits my mood.
Unless you have a Bitter N Angry, in which
case I’ll take five.”
So in the first two episodes of Astronaut Wives Club
we covered three of the six manned Mercury missions. Next up in rotation is Aurora 7 and Scotty
Carpenter, which means Rene (Yvonne Strahovski)
gets her turn in the spotlight. After an
episode that felt a little like treading water despite the life-and-death stakes of
sending men off in rockets, Retroattitudes keeps a tighter focus and really
sparks with, well, attitude.
It helps that Rene and Scotty (Wilson
Bethel) make a sympathetic pair; Scotty’s hair is noticeably longer than the
other astro boys’, he plays guitar to
Rene by the poolside, he walks around
the house barefoot. The LIFE magazine
guy (all right, we’ll call him by his
name— Max) dubs Scotty a “dreamer” in
print, which upsets Rene. Rene has opinions, after all, and she wants to control
her portion of the Astro Wives narrative
by telling her own story instead of letting Max
(Luke Kirby) use her as a puppet. Of course, an Astro Wife with actual opinions— including an unorthodox opinion on religion— is the last thing the
Generic NASA Guy working with the Wives wants to
see. Cue conflict.
In terms of the B-plot, Trudy (Odette Annable) decides to take matters into her own hands involving
Gordo and his deceptions, which leads to a truly

with Diane Hall

enjoyable plot twist that changes our perception of
the Coopers’ relationship. Meanwhile Marge Slayton
(Erin Cummings) and Jo Schirra (Zoe Boyle), upset
that flaky Scotty Carpenter gets precedence over
their own men, try pulling strings in the background. Deke Slayton (Kenneth Mitchell) comes off
pretty poorly in this, but Jolly Wally Schirra (Aaron
McCusker) proves remarkably grounded under the
veneer of strained humor, especially once Jo turns a
bit back-stabby over the flight rotation. (We do have
one of Wally’s most enduring wisecracks featured
near the end of this episode. All hail the constellation Urion.)
While the now-expected moment where
the Wives assemble like casserolewielding Avengers on launch day seems
even more ridiculous than before, the
now-expected moment of peril cuts
deeper than in the previous episodes
because the botched re-entry of Aurora
7 was quite the debacle (and it doesn’t
involve any technicalities re: a hatch
cover). The drama works, just as the
odd-couple friendship of Rene and Annie Glenn (Azure Parsons) pays dividends in this, because the Carpenters
are simply operating on the different
wavelength from everyone else in the
show. They have the strange peace of
people who’ve already been dealt the
worst blow life can mete out to a couple, and watching Scotty accept his first spaceflight
will be his last with philosophic grace is a nice
change from the gnashing of teeth coming from the
other rocket jockeys about who gets what mission.
Oh, yes, about that. The unseen but acknowledged
presence of the New Nine— the “Gemini boys” with
their fancy degrees— hangs over this episode. Given we’re now two-thirds of the way through Project
Mercury I’m guessing we’re going to see what actually happens as the Slaytons, Schirras, and Coopers
grasp for the moon. After this juicy episode, I can’t
wait.
Four and a half moons out of five, with points
taken off because absolutely no one asked for a
budding romance between Louise (Dominique McElligott) and the LIFE Magazine Guy.
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Over the Moon

with Rik Hill

Looking Around
the Corner
Something a little different
this time to demonstrate
what libration is and how it can be used to
advantage. Here we have two images of the
region from the crater Janssen looking east.
Janssen is the largely ruined 196km diameter
polygonal crater near the terminator in the
center top of each of the two images in this
montage. To the right of the center of this
crater is a smaller crater, Fabricius (80km)
with an odd mountain range on its floor. To
the right of this is the slightly larger Metius
(90km) and farther on the trench that is Vallis
Rheita some 515km long. Below Janssen are
two overlapping craters, the top one being
Steinheil (70km) laying on top of Watt (68km).

Notice that in the image on the right you see a lot
more terrain between Watt and the limb. This is
what a "favorable libration" can do for you and why
you need to pay attention to that. A favorable libration on one side of the moon means an unfavorable
on the opposite side. On the limb in the image on
the right is a portion of Mare Australis which is
completely invisible on the left. On the left in the
middle of the limb is the highly foreshortened
crater Hanno B (36km) but in the July image the
crater can be seen plain and clear on the nearside
(west) of Mare Australis. These two images clearly
show how by picking the right night you can see
around the corner, or limb as it were.
These images were each
stacked
from
1800
frame AVIs using AVIstack2 and then further
processed with GIMP
and IrfanView.

Location and labeled
maps by Ralph DeCew.

Janssen
2020 03 28 0237UT
Dynamax6 + Goodwin Barlow
Cam: SKYRIS 445M
Filter: 665nm
Seeing:8/10

Richard "Rik" Hill ©2020
Loudon Obs, Tucson
RHILL@LPLARIZONA.EDU
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Dynamax6 + Goodwin
Barlow
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History S.I.G.
September 1979
The shocking pink image on the cover of this issue might feature an image from one of the club members.
But I could be wrong. Anyone care to hazard a
guess as to what was imaged?
Inside we find mention of the death of E. John
Searles and a collection taken up for flowers. Following the meeting minutes, an open letter to the
club: “Dear Members of the Warren Astronomical
Society” from Carl L. Noble -in St Louis, MO, where
he references an editor’s plea from the previous
month (from his recounting, I just had to go back
to that August issue and, yeah, that was one riled
up editor). Carl pledged to send articles from where
he now resided (staying active in the club from a
remote state, now where have I heard of that before?)
A report of seeing the solar eclipse: “MONTANA
ECLIPSE” was submitted by Dick Suiter (a member of
the OSUAC (Ohio State University Astronomy Club?)
and Brad Vincent announces the “Return of * The
Economical ATM *”.

September 1989
Conversion issues are explored in “The Galactic
Coordinate System” by Jeff Bondono. Included in
this issue is a “Q&A” column that looks a bit contrived and obvious attempt to encourage member
participation in the club.
The minutes of the June Board meeting are interesting in that the format of the WASP falls under discussion following the resignation of Ken Kelly as
editor. Several members had desktop publishing
software so that seemed to be covered. Going to a
four physical pages (yielding eight pages of content) was also proposed.
In the minutes of the July Macomb meeting we have
Ken Kelly’s official notice of resignation and a note
of appreciation for four years of service.
Lastly, Letter from the Editors: where praise is
heaped on Ken once more and proposed changes to
the publication announced. Looking back up at the
masthead, we see Ken was replaced with four editors: Jeff Bondono, Tom MacLaney, Daniel
Cwiertniewicz, and Mike O'Dowd.
Dale Thieme,
Chief scanner
September 2020
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Adventures in Armchair Astronomy
Libration

Last month, we looked at colongitude, its meaning
and usage. In the process of exploring the usage
part, we discovered that using colongitude to determine timings of lunar “events” is complicated by
another phenomena- libration (the Moon’s wobble).
Galileo may have been the first to notice the optical
libration of the Moon, calling it, in Italian, titubazione (Eng. – titubation). He first alluded to this in
his Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems. He also correctly determined the causes.
Time marches on and 67 years later, we have John
Flamsteed publishing a paper in the Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society, where he uses
the term “libration” for what appears to be the first
time and that term stuck. In his paper, he describes
the “Libration Trifecta”: ‘Nodding’- the north to
south latitude tipping, ‘Rocking’- the East/West longitudinal motion, and diurnal libration- the effect of
parallax due to viewing from each side of the earth
between morning and evening. Luna Cognita adds
one more type of libration: Physical. The near-side
bulge of the Moon is pulled on unevenly by the
Earth as it travels on its elliptical orbit, causing a
physical rocking of the moon. The angles of change
amount to only 6" from our vantage point, so it
does not figure in for practical viewing opportunities.

The phase and libration of the Moon for 2020, at
hourly intervals. Includes supplemental graphics
that display the Moon's orbit, subsolar and subEarth points, and the Moon's distance from Earth
at true scale. Craters near the terminator are
labeled, as are Apollo landing sites and maria and
other albedo features in sunlight.
This animation can be found atNASA’s Visulization
Studio:
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/4768
Rükl’s Libration Zones. Finally, observing the Moon,
first from the sunrise (west side of our globe) and
then from the sunset view (eastern side) adds a parallax effect that adds to the fun. Altogether, they
add an additional 18% to the 41% we already can
see allowing us to see 59% of the Moon’s surface.
Due to the vagaries of the tilting combinations, it
takes about 30 years to see all 18 percent.

Interesting bit: you would think, looking up at the
full Moon in the sky, that we see 50% of the Moon’s
sphere. Wrong. Due to the Moon’s non-spherical
shape, only 41% is visible at “mean libration”-0° tilt
in any direction. This is where libration helps us
out. The Moon’s elliptical orbit allows us to peek
around the eastern and western limbs of the Moon.
The equator of the Moon is tilted from the orbital
plane which allows us to peek over the north and
south limbs, the areas exposed from the combination of the two tilts is sometimes known as Antonin

Libration in

In practical use, when you are looking at a chart of
the Moon’s ephemeris to determine a favorable libration to view a feature normally just out of sight
(I’m looking at you, Mare Orientale), the numbers
are read thus:
(Continued on page 17)

When the Moon’s
north pole is tilted
away from Earth (latitude libration) we
see less of the northern hemisphere and
more of the southern
polar region.

North

Latitude
Plane of the
Moon’s orbit
When the Moon’s north
pole is tilted toward Earth
(+latitude libration) we see
beyond the pole an additional portion of the northern hemisphere and less of
the southern polar region.

Earth
Moon

The Moon passes through
mean libration in latitude
twice each lunation.

6° 41'

Figure 1
Page 16

(adapted from Luna Cognita)
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Libration in

Moon has rotated 1/4 of its monthly revolution in 1/4 of the month. Eastern libration
limb areas come in to view.
6° 17'

Moon has rotated 1/2 of its
monthly revolution and is at
mean libration in longitude.

West limb

East limb
Full Moon
West limb

Earth
Apogee

New Moon
Perigee
East limb

In this diagram,
mean libration in
longitude occurs at
new moon with the
Moon at perigee.

6° 17'

Moon has rotated 3/4 of its monthly revolution in 3/4 of the month. Western libration
limb areas come in to view.

Figure 2

(adapted from Luna Cognita)

(Continued from page 16)

Latitude: Plus (+) refers to a northern exposure
leaving minus (-) for a southern view. The maximum
angular value here is ±7° 54' (figure 1).
Longitude: a plus (+) designation means the east
side (Mare Crisium side) is tilted our way and a minus (-) designates a look over the western side
(Grimaldi side). The maximum angular value is ±6°
50'(figure 2).
Those two numbers combine to reveal some portion of the Moon’s limb to show us more of the far

side, the diurnal libration contributes less (<1%). I
do not know of any charts that include diurnal lunation as the latitude of the observer has an effect.
The image below left shows how much more of the
Moon we see from the libration cycles. The Winkel
Tripel Projection is an excellent way of illustrating
how much more of the Moon is revealed to us but is
a bit misleading as the areas exposed by libration
would not be seen face on, but at a rather shallow
angle.
Czech lunar cartographer Antonin Rükl probably
put it best: librations “create a lunar face that nods
its assent.”
-Dale Thieme

Diurnal Libration

Image courtesy of LunarPhase Pro

References:
The Modern Moon, Charles A. Wood,
ISBN-10: 0933346999
Luna Cognita, Robert A. Garfinkle,
ISBN-10: 1493916637
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libration
https://space.fm/astronomy/earthmoonsun/
libration.html
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Stargate Observatory
Special Notice
Due to the measures taken during the Covid-19 pandemic On-site
Star Parties and group events are cancelled.
During this time, you are encouraged, when the skies co-operate, to
join the livestream with Northern Cross Observatory on the open
house schedule (4th Saturday of the month)
Past livestream are available on the Warren Astronomical Society’s
YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC12jUX4Gmweg6fTtUuqa8CQ
Observatory Rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Closing time depends on weather, etc.
May be closed one hour after opening time if no members arrive within the first hour.
Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call 586-909-2052.
An alternate person may be appointed to open.
Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date
change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later
emails may not be receivable (secondvp@warrenastro.org).
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is
clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it clears up as the evening progresses.

Advisory:

Concerns are circulating in the amateur astronomy community about COVID19 being passed from one person to another via contact of different persons' eyes with a
telescope eyepiece. While we are not medical experts, we thought we should pass on this
concern. Sharing telescopes may be considered by some to be high-risk due to the possibility of eyes touching eyepieces.
September 2020
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Astronomical Events

Stargate Report

for September 2020
Add one hour for Daylight Savings Time

Stargate observatory and the Dob shed along with all
equipment are in good condition as of August 18 at 4:40
pm.
The observatory will remain closed until further notice
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Source:
http://www.astropixels.com/ephemeris/astrocal/astrocal2020est.html
Day
EST (h:m)
Event

02

00:22

FULL MOON

05

23:42

Mars 0.0°S of Moon: Occn.

06

01:31

Moon at Apogee: 405606 km

09

13:12

Aldebaran 4.2°S of Moon

10

04:26

LAST QUARTER MOON

10

18:05

Moon at Ascending Node

11

14:00

Neptune at Opposition

12

19:10

Venus 2.5°S of Beehive

Treasurer’s Report for 8/31/2020

12

23:50

Pollux 4.3°N of Moon

MEMBERSHIP

13

22:19

Beehive 1.8°S of Moon

13

23:43

Venus 4.5°S of Moon

15

10:51

Regulus 4.3°S of Moon

17

06:00

NEW MOON

18

08:44

Moon at Perigee: 359081 km

18

22:00

Mercury at Aphelion

22

01:06

Mercury 0.3°N of Spica

22

05:27

Antares 6.0°S of Moon

22

08:31

Autumnal Equinox

23

07:33

Moon at Descending Node

23

20:55

FIRST QUARTER MOON

25

01:46

Jupiter 1.6°N of Moon

25

15:46

Saturn 2.3°N of Moon

Riyad I. Matti
2020 WAS 2nd VP, Observatory Chairperson

Treasurer’s Report

We have 90 current members

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
We took in $1965 and spent/transferred $510 We
have $22290 in the bank $22 in checks and $655
in cash, totaling $22,968 as of 8/31/2020

INCOME
AL 2020
calendar 2020
Donation
Membership
Merch
Renewal

$67.50
$150.00
$348.88
$483.00
$84.00
$831.00

EXPENSES
Calendar Shipping Cost
PO Box 2020
Snack Reimbursement
Snack Supplies
Speaker Expense, Dinner
Speaker Expense, Driving

30.35
92.00
70.00
2.12
54.23
261.00

GLAAC REPORT 7/31/2020
Beginning Balance:

$3025

INCOME
No activity

EXPENSES
No activity
Ending Balance:

$3025
Mark Jakubisin
Treasurer
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Outreach Report
Member Spotlight
Dale Partin was interviewed by Don Klaser and recorded by John McGill on Aug. 24th for the monthly Astronomy For Everyone program, the title of Dale’s talk is "Mars, Past, Present and Future". After processing the
recording, it will be broadcast on some local cable TV channels and put on Youtube.
If you are giving presentations or doing other astronomy outreach, please let me know! Use this link to send
me a quick email report.

Astronomy at the Beach 2020 Online
Michigan’s largest FREE astronomy event will transition to an online format this year.
The public is invited to see live talks from real astronomers, cool science demonstrations and live telescope
views. This is a fun and educational STEM experience for all ages!
Real Astronomers:
• David Levy “Poetry of the Night: How the Night Sky Enriches Literature Through the Ages” - Codiscoverer of Comet Shoemaker–Levy 9, which collided with the planet Jupiter!
• Brother Guy Consolmagno SJ and Dan Davis, co-authors of the book “Turn Left at Orion.”
• Dolores Hill – “OSIRIS-REx Asteroid Mission is a GO for TAG: Final Update Before Sample Collection” - A
W.A.S. member from decades ago, Dolores is a Meteorite Specialist at University of Arizona.
Cool Science Demonstrations:
· “Scale Model of the Solar System” – Mike Bruno of the Ford Amateur Astronomy Club
· “Rocket Launch Photography” – John McGill of the Ford Amateur Astronomy Club
· “Live Sky: Astronomy Trivia” – Jeff Stark of the Flint Longway Planetarium
· “Teaching Astronomy to Children” – a panel of teacher who teach astronomy - Connie Trembley
· “Star-Hopping with the Free Stellarium Program” – Adrian Bradley of Ann Arbor Lowbrows Club
· “Tour of the Solar System with the SpaceEngine Program” – Bob Trembley
· “Building and Launching Rockets in Kerbal Space Program” – Bob Trembley
· ”Amazing Astronomy and Fantastic Physics” - Michigan Science Center
· And much more!
Live Telescope Views:
· Seeing flares and prominences on the surface of the sun
· Zooming in on lunar craters and mountains
· Jupiter with its many cloud layers, Saturn’s amazing rings and Mars’ white polar cap
· Star clusters, nebulae, and far-away galaxies
September 2020
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(Continued from page 21)

The members of GLAAC have numerous suggestions for pre-recorded videos and online resources that they
think you should know about. Many of these will make great STEM resources for teachers and students.
Check out the webpage and schedule at: https://www.glaac.org/astronomy-at-the-beach-2020/
Last AATB Planning Meeting: Thursday Sept. 10 2020, at 7:00PM - Everyone is Welcome!
Online at: https://umich.zoom.us/j/584733345 (Password: 0000)
W.A.S. Calendar Entry: [LINK]
Even if you can't make it to the next planning meeting, you can join the groups.io site to get emails and updates from the planning committee. https://glaac.groups.io/g/main.
GLAAC Board Meeting Minutes
August 13, 2020 - ONLINE, 7pm
https://umich.zoom.us/j/584733345
Call to order: 7:10 pm

Online:
• Adrian Bradley (phone) - GLAAC President, Lowbrows
• John Wallbank - GLAAC Vice President, Lowbrows
• Jeff Kopmanis - GLAAC Secretary, Lowbrows
• Brian Ottum - GLAAC Communication, Lowbrows
• Bob Trembley - WAS
• Samer Hariri - Farmington Stargazers
• Don Swetzig - Lowbrows
• Shannon Murphy - EMU Astronomy Club
• Joe Velez - EMU Astronomy Club
• John McGill - Ford Astronomy Club
• Mark Jeffery - Oakland Astronomy Club
• Tom Hagen - Oakland, McMath
• Mike Bruno - FAC
• John Pannuto - Oakland
• Mike Ryan - FAC
• Marty Kunz - McMath-Hulbert
Discussion:
1.Incorporation & Bank Account status - John/Adrian
a.John W is the contact on the EIN
b.We have an EIN for the bank account for Adrian to create
c.We can operate without the 501c3
d.Any officer can be setup to sign on the account
e.Michigan doc is the official non-profit declaration
2. Schedule Grid (Google Sheet - ReadOnly)
a.Confirm presentation titles with presenters
b.Flint and Michigan Science Centers can fill in empty holes, but LET THEM KNOW
c.Need confirmations:
i.AB/BT: check with Ken Bertin
ii.Norb Vance or Sally/Gillan for Light Pollution display
iii.Mike Bruno will check with Tim Campell--is 30mins enough?
iv.Bob Trembley - 1 teacher found, 2 or 3 more needed
3.Tony Licata - Reports that he has signs, T-shirts, etc and will store until needed
4.Tent company checked in and verified that we won’t be needing one for 2020. Back with them for
2021, Covid pending
5.Vote for McMath-Hulbert into GLAAC. Motion to include: AB, BT: 2nded. Unanimous.
6.Press Release (Brian):
a.Brian & Bob: MEA
b.Brian’s current list is extensive
c.Other mentioned resources:
(Continued on page 23)
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i. WHMI - Public Service
ii. Livingston Press & Argus - JW
iii. WEMU-FM Ypsilanti
iv. Courier
v. MetroTimes
vi. M-Live, AA Observer

7.contact@glaac.org
a. glaac-board@umich.edu
b. Shannon Murphy
c. Jonathon Kade
d. Inquiries should be responded to by Brian (Communications) first
e. General inquiries can be handled by Adrian or the remainder of the Board
Adjourn:
Motion to adjourn by JW, seconded by MR/JK. Approved by unanimous vote.
Meeting Adjourned at 9:16 pm
Next Meeting: September 10, 7pm
TODO:
• Check out Zoom authentication issues
• JK: Get a Twitter feed for AATB Live Updates
• JK: Use Facebook feed for AATB Live Updates
• Live presenters: if limited, build a list of optimal brighter objects to keep stacking times shorter and interest up. Suggestion: Tweet or Facebook current object.
• BO: Contact Flint Planetarium (Jeff Stark) and Michigan Science Center (Paulette) to fill in remainder of Kid grid slots
• JW: more astronomers for “Ask the Astronomers”
• JW: ask about 501c3 “loan” of WAS is even possible
• BO: has lists to get word out
• Need a “snazzy”, more visual press release or announcement
• BT: see if we can’t get a feel for how the site is coming along
Notes from Zoom Chat:
19:05:33
From Bob Trembley : platform.leolabs.space/visualization
19:09:24
From Bob Trembley : Interactive website showing particle streams from comets that cause
meteor showers: https://www.meteorshowers.org
19:19:51
From Bob Trembley : I'd be willing to do an R-Rated talk about Starlink…..
19:52:00
From Bob Trembley : https://www.glaac.org/clubs/
20:02:24
From Bob Trembley : Have we ever invited (or SHOULD we) MakerFare / MakerSpace to be a
sponsor? Just curious.
20:03:08
From Shannon Murphy : I am not aware of any effort to reach out to Maker folks. It's a good
idea!
20:13:01
From Brian Ottum : Schedule has me starting at 10:30pm both nights. I can start at 10 I needed.
20:26:06
From Shannon Murphy : @astroatbeach
20:27:03
From Shannon Murphy : It's linked to the contact@glaac.org email
20:34:51
From John McGill : For cloudy day solar observing, maybe link to SOHO
20:58:48
From Bob Trembley : MEA - Michigan Education Association
21:00:49
From John McGill : Cloudy Nights
During September, GLAAC will try to run through technical testing for each presenter, so that we ensure that
things come off smoothly on the nights of the event.

(Continued on page 24)
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Michigan Dark Sky Update
(Edited from emails from Sally Oey)

On Aug 5th, The Ann Arbor Planning Commission voted to approve the draft Lighting Ordinance! The
Lighting Ordinance is sponsored by the Energy Commission, and was developed by the Joint Working Group
of the Energy and Planning Commissions, consisting of John Mirsky (Energy), Erica Briggs (Planning), Sarah
Mills (Planning), Mary Stewart Adams (Founder of Headlands International Dark Sky Park), and Sally Oey
(Michigan Dark Skies), working closely with John Barentine of the International Dark Sky Association. Thanks
so much to many other MIDS members who provided public comment at multiple Planning Commission meetings -- your efforts have paid off! The draft Lighting Ordinance will now head to City Council for approval.
Our gratitude to the Planning Commission and City Staff for all of their work and support.
When the Lighting Ordinance is reviewed by City Council, we will be asking you to help provide a strong
showing of public support -- please stay tuned!
Congratulations to Erica Briggs on her election to the A2 City Council in yesterday's election! Her term
starts in November. Erica has been an instrumental member of the Lighting Ordinance Working Group and
her expertise as a Planning Commissioner has been invaluable in developing the draft Lighting Ordinance and
Sign Ordinance.
At the July 21 meeting of the A2 Planning Commission, we also heard confirmation that the Broadway Park
West development project will be dark-sky compliant. Many thanks to Gillen Brown for his advocacy work!
The developers heard our message and were bragging about their compliance at the meeting.
Congratulations also to John Mirsky and Sarah Mills, who are now the elected chairs of the Energy and
Planning Commissions, respectively! Both have been tireless members of the Lighting Ordinance Working
Group whose expertise and dedication have been central to our work on both of the ordinances. Thanks to
John, the Energy Commission agreed to sponsor development of the A2LO, so none of our ordinance efforts
would have happened without his enthusiastic support.
-Bob Trembley
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Meeting Minutes
CRANBROOK VIRTUAL
BOARD MEETING
August 3, 2020
Members present: Diane Hall, Dr. Dale Partin, Riyad
Matti, Glenn Wilkins, Jonathan Kade and Bob
Trembley. Diane called the meeting to order at
6:30.

Officer Reports
Dr. Partin reported that he is especially recruiting
high-credential candidates for presentations.
Although the 2020 schedule is filled, he is always interested in potential future presentations.
Riyad reported that everything was in good shape
at Stargate as of 2 weeks ago. The observatory
and grounds remain closed after 5 P.M. due to
current park regulations. Wasps in the observatory continue to be a concern and will be dealt
with before reopening.
Glenn reported that the July minutes were submitted for the WASP on time.
Jonathan reported that the July WASP was published
on schedule; however, future contributors are
asked to submit earlier to avoid timing pressures on those involved with publication!
Bob reported that a teachers panel has been formulated to define best practices for virtual presentations. The GLAAC web site is being upgraded.
GLAAC is still looking for presenters for the
joint public star party.
Diane reported that Cranbrook is now open for
small gatherings but cannot accommodate
groups the size of the WAS. We assured them
that we are looking forward to resuming normal
meetings there when safe for everyone.

the banquet center and will not likely be found.
Alternatives for purchase of a replacement projector are being considered. Ken Bertin offered
a source.

New Business
Picnic - Diane and Jonathan addressed the findings
of a WAS survey regarding the issues related to
the annual picnic scheduled for August 22. Well
more than half of the responding members indicated that they could not attend or would not
attend due to health safety concerns. Many of
the specific comments were shown to the Board
and considered. A motion was made to cancel
this event for 2020. This was agreed to and
seconded. A discussion ensued which ended
with a vote. All present agreed that many of the
concerns cannot be resolved before the 22nd, so
the celebration was cancelled.
GLAAC – Adrian Bradley, President, indicated that
501c3 forms are being processed but will take
time and will not address the current money
handling issues. The situation was discussed
and most felt comfortable since Adrian is also a
WAS member. A Determination letter will be
issued which should allow reasonable financial
practices until the new independent classification is effective.
David Levy proposed consideration of extending
special lifetime WAS privileges to Rik & Dolores
Hill; however, it has been confirmed since then
that they are both already lifetime members.

CRANBROOK VIRTUAL
GENERAL MEETING
August 3, 2020
Diane called this meeting to order at 7:33.
29
members participated on Webex and an additional 21 watched on You Tube.

Diane reported that the Sturgeon Festival in Port
Huron has been cancelled. She also requested
that beg letters be sent out as soon as possible.
Glenn was assured that WAS letter head is available and he agreed to develop a letter for consideration that addresses the probability that
our banquet will be virtual. The Board will continue to prepare for the remote possibility that
we still may have a traditional banquet. A virtual
speaker has been booked.

In the News/Sky was presented by Diane who noted that these special presentations were originally intended to be made by members on a rotating basis. Those interested should immediately contact Dr. Partin for instructions and
scheduling.
SpaceX successfully returned the two astronauts in
a Dragon/Endeavor capsule in the Gulf of Mexico. The recovery was put at some risk by a number of casual boaters who quickly gathered
around the capsule. Clearly the predicted land-

Jonathan confirmed that the WAS projector is not at

(Continued on page 26)
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ing site cannot be publicized in advance.
The new Mars 2020 rover lifted off on July 30 and is
expected to arrive on Mars in February 2021 to
search for bio signatures.
Red Ice has been observed on Mars and the cracks
are now being explored as possibly due to melting on the underside, similar to biological processes often seen on Earth.
Schoolgirl scientists are being honored for their
work toward locating asteroids in currentlyavailable data.
Rene Carpenter has died. She represented the last
of the Mercury 7 couples.
Neowise is approaching M53.

There will be a Moon/Mars conjunction on August
7/8 after midnight.
The Perseids are coming around August 12.

Officer reports
Mark Jakubisin reported that we have 90 paid memberships and $22,968 in the bank. A complete
financial report is in the current WASP.
Jonathan reported that the new WASP is exceptional
and should not be missed. A local person has
offered to donate 12 boxes of astronomy books
etc. We have agreed to find someone to pick
them up. Then we will sort through them for
disposition and possible storage at Stargate.
Bob reported that two virtual presentations were
made. Belle Isle is still under consideration for
development as a dark sky site.
Diane reported that our annual picnic has been
cancelled (see Board minutes).

Viewing and Special Interest reports
Ken Bertin reported sunspots not visible in ordinary
light are often impressive through the right filter. Examples were shown.
Gary Ross provided a written report for the night of
July 17/18 regarding his comprehensive observations of Mars and the Jupiter system.
Bill Beers reported that Neowise can now be enhanced using a small scope with a wide-angle
lens.
Alan Kaplan shared his comet photos. Dale Hollenbaugh showed his Neowise pics clearly showing
the ion trail.
Short talk – Diane introduced Jon Blum to talk
about The Best Resources for Astronomers.
Jon’s comprehensive presentation was broken down
into 9 categories including phone apps, computer software, podcasts, internet radio shows,
web sites, books, magazines and even telescope
hardware loans for WAS members. This great
talk can be viewed on the WAS website. Perhaps
it may one day be compiled as a handout for
amateur astronomers of all levels.
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Break – 8:36 to 9:00

Main Talk – Diane introduced Jeff MacLeod with his
somewhat technical presentation entitled The
Moon is Not Boring (and other misconceptions).
Jeff explored the many factors which affect the appearance of our Moon from day to day beyond
the expected phases, and position along its’
elliptical orbit. Some of these include inclination, libration, eccentricity and a relatively short
precession period of only 18.6 earth years.
Some of these factors result in changes in surface visibility of 5% as well as 30% brightness
variation. Jeff also entertained us with his software program demonstrating what would happen if the Moon revolved around our equator, or
even if there was a second moon at various orbits. Finally, some of us were surprised to learn
that the Moon’s libido approaches that of asphalt and is considerably lower than the Earth.
The meeting was closed at 10:05

MACOMB VIRTUAL MEETING
August 20
Diane Hall called this meeting to order at 7:29 for
31 viewers on You Tube and 26 participants on
Webex.

IN-THE-NEWS/IN-THE-SKY
Bradley.

presented

by

Adrian

News The Blue Origin Lunar Lander concept model is currently at NASA.
It is being theorized that nearby exploding stars
may have caused ancient mass extinction events
on Earth.
Scientists now think that the current variable luminosity exhibited by Betelgeuse could be an illusion caused by an ejection of dense hot gases
toward us that cooled and darkened thus obscuring light from the red giant.
Sky –
The summer triangle is now high in the night sky
while Mars and Andromeda are making prime
time appearances.

OFFICER REPORTS
Diane reported that our virtual 50th anniversary picnic will begin at 6 PM on 8-22 and continue into
live observing reports as full darkness is
reached.
Dale remarked that the “Cranbrook” meeting will
take place 9-14 due to the Labor Day break. Jim
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Shedlowsky will be the presenter.
Riyad reported that wasps are still a major problem
at Stargate but will not be fully addressed until
observatory viewing resumes. The park currently closes the gate at 8.
Mark reported that paid memberships remain at 90
and we have $22,968 in the bank.
Glenn reported that the proposed letter asking for
banquet donations has been sent to the Board
for approval.
Bob T. reported that preparations for Astronomy at
the Beach are progressing rapidly; however,
some slots are still open for presenters and for
such activities as Ask an Astronomer. Adrian
also noted that 4 great speakers are scheduled,
and equipment testing is in progress.
Jonathan has received the major book donation and
condensed the most attractive volumes into 4
boxes. Marty Kunz has agreed to accept the
rest of them at the Hulbert Observatory for now.

OBSERVING REPORTS
Bill Beers reported that Neowise has lost its tail for
most observers. However, it was still easy to
find recently at 10:00 PM with 15x70 binoculars
near Cadillac. It is in the S/W near Arcturus.
Doug Bock reported that summer skies continue to
be mostly clear and he was able to observe 15
objects recently at Boone.
Unfortunately, nobody in S/E Michigan was able to
observe the anticipated Jupiter moon transits
due to clouds.
David Levy was able to count 46 Perseid meteorites
on the 12th.
MAIN PRESENTATION – Dr. Dale Partin introduced
Robert Naeye who presented an informative and
entertaining report entitled Finding Life on Other Worlds. Those who missed this may wish to
pick up the September issue of Astronomy Magazine which features this report on the cover!

Bob started with test results from our many explorer probes which have revealed possible conditions for supporting some sort of life, and also
soil & atmospheric measurements suggesting
activities of living organisms but are not conclusive. Interesting sites have been found on some
of the moons of Jupiter & Saturn, even on an
asteroid and as remote as Pluto! Future explorers, some in active planning stages, hope to
build on these earlier discoveries.
Now that we have confirmed thousands of exoplanets, scopes are being designed to be able to
closely inspect atmospheres around planets
most likely to be habitable. Any with gasses not
likely to exist outside of biological activity,
could prove very exciting. New designs expect
to be able to eliminate most of the light from
the system sun and thus improve atmospheric
analysis. Scientists are also planning to expand
the SETI program to look at much more of the
electromagnetic spectrum instead of just the
logical but limited radio spectrum. Since we
can’t really imagine how a species a million or
more years more advanced than us might communicate, we need to expand our thinking.
This, of course, includes possible life forms that
are not carbon based, dependent on liquid water, or reproducing by means other than RNA/
DNA. Of course, it is certainly possible that AI
could quickly result in highly advanced nonbiological forms.
It will be very interesting
when/if we find other life forms, especially in
our own solar system, to learn just how similar
or different it may be. This is why it is so important to not contaminate other bodies or take
any chances when bringing samples home.
Diane closed the meeting at 9:50
Glenn Wilkins
Secretary

WAS PRESENTATIONS
If you would like to present either a short talk (10-15 minutes) or a
full-length talk (45-60 minutes) at a future meeting, please email
Dale Partin at:
firstvp@warrenastro.org.
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The Warren Astronomical Society is a Proud Member of the Great
Lakes Association of Astronomy Clubs (GLAAC)

GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who have banded together to
provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on astronomy and space sciences.

GLAAC Club and Society Meeting Times
Club Name & Website

City

Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan
Ypsilanti/EMU
University

Meeting Times
Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402 Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club

MSU/Abrams
Planetarium

First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Farmington Community Stargazers

Farmington Hills

Members:
Last
Tuesday
of
the
Public observing: 2nd Tuesday of the month

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

Dearborn

Fourth Thursday of every month (except November
and December) at 7:00 PM

McMath-Hulbert Astronomy Society

Lake Angelus

Oakland Astronomy Club

Rochester

Second Sunday of every month (except May)

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

Dryden

Monthly: generally the Saturday closest to new Moon

Sunset Astronomical Society

Bay City/Delta College
Second Friday of every month
Planetarium

University Lowbrow Astronomers

Ann Arbor

Warren Astronomical Society

Bloomfield
Hills/
First Monday & third Thursday of every month 7:30
Cranbrook & Warren/
PM
MCC

month

Board and paid members-First Sunday of the month
Public open house—first Saturday at 11 am

Third Friday of every month

GLAAC Club and Society Newsletters
Warren Astronomical Society:
Oakland Astronomy Club:
McMath-Hulbert Astronomy Club
Ford Amateur Astronomy Club:
Sunset Astronomical Society:
University Lowbrow Astronomers:

http://www.warrenastro.org/was/newsletter/
http://oaklandastronomy.net/
http://www.mcmathhulbert.org/solar/newsletter/
http://www.fordastronomyclub.com/starstuff/index.html
http://www.sunsetastronomicalsociety.com/
http://www.umich.edu/~lowbrows/reflections/

WAS Member Websites

Jon Blum: Astronomy at JonRosie
Bill Beers: Sirius Astro Products
Jeff MacLeod: A Life Of Entropy

Bob Trembley: Balrog’s Lair
Bob Trembley: Vatican Observatory Foundation Blog

Doug Bock: https://boonhill.org
Facebook: Northern Cross Observatory https://www.facebook.com/NorthernCrossObservatory
Boon Hill and NCO Discussion https://www.facebook.com/groups/369811479741758
YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-gG8v41t39oc-bL0TgPS6w
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This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network

The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA dedicated to astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov to find local clubs, events, and more!

Summer Triangle Corner: Altair
David Prosper
Altair is the final stop on our trip around the Summer Triangle! The last star in the asterism to rise
for Northern Hemisphere observers before summer
begins, brilliant Altair is high overhead at sunset at
the end of the season in September. Altair might be
the most unusual of the three stars of the Triangle,
due to its great speed: this star spins so rapidly
that it appears “squished.”
A very bright star, Altair has its own notable place
in the mythologies of cultures around the world. As
discussed in our previous edition, Altair represents
the cowherd Niulang in the ancient Chinese tale of
the “Cowherd and the Weaver Girl.” Altair is the
brightest star in the constellation of Aquila the Eagle; while described as part of an eagle by ancient
peoples around the Mediterranean, it was also seen
as part of an eagle by the Koori people in Australia!
They saw the star itself as representing a wedgetailed eagle, and two nearby stars as his wives, a
pair of black swans. More recently one of the first
home computers was named after the star: the Altair 8800.

massive star would appear held true to the observations; models predicted a squashed, almost
“pumpkin-like” shape instead of a round sphere,
along with a dimming effect along the widened equator, and the observations confirmed this! This equatorial dimming is due to a phenomenon called gravity darkening. Altair is wider at the equator than it is
at the poles due to centrifugal force, resulting in the
star’s mass bulging outwards at the equator. This
results in the denser poles of the star being hotter
and brighter, and the less dense equator being cooler and therefore dimmer. This doesn’t mean that the
equator of Altair or other rapidly spinning stars are
actually dark, but rather that the equator is dark in
comparison to the poles; this is similar in a sense to
sunspots. If you were to observe a sunspot on its
own, it would appear blindingly bright, but it is cooler than the surrounding plasma in the Sun and so
appears dark in contrast.
As summer winds down, you can still take a Trip
Around the Summer Triangle with this activity from
the Night Sky Network. Mark some of the sights in
and around the Summer Triangle at: bit.ly/
TriangleTrip. You can discover more about NASA’s
observations of Altair and other fast and furious
stars at nasa.gov.

Altair’s rapid spinning was first detected in the
1960s. The close observations that followed tested
the limits of technology available to astronomers,
eventually resulting in direct images of the star’s
shape and surface by using a technique called interferometry, which combines the light from two or
more instruments to produce a single image. Predictions about how the surface of a rapidly spinning

The image on the right was created using optical
interferometry: the light from four telescopes was
combined to produce this image of Altair’s surface.
Image credit: Ming Zhao. More info:
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Altair is up high in the early evening in September.
Note Altair’s two bright “companions” on either side of
the star. Can you imagine them as a formation of an
eagle and two swans, like the Koori?
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Last Word
Adding an Orbit
Late August is birthday time for Diane and me. It
always gives me pause and a bit of a thrill to realize that the old cliché, "another trip around the
sun", is literally true. Each day of the year, on the
solar Gregorian calendar we use, represents a position of the earth in its orbit around the sun. On the
same day each year, the earth is in the same
place, so every year at the end of August I'm back
where I started - at least with respect to the sun.

You might ask, is the earth really exactly in the
same spot after 365 days have passed? The answer
is no: we lose about 6 hours each year to the difference between 365 earth rotations and 1 earth
revolution around the sun. This is why, in years
like 2020, we add an extra day to the calendar, a
leap day, to resynchronize, so that our wall calendar matches our seasons and our weather and everything else that a particular point in earth's orbit
means to human life.
The principles of the leap year are easily understood, but humans proved surprisingly resistant to
agreeing to a calendar that matched up with the
reality of our orbit. Many cultures use lunar calendars that measure out the passage of time in
moon phases. While there's a definite logic and a
lot of aesthetic appeal to this approach
to measuring the passage of our lives, it means
that the calendar places the same dates in vastly
different orbital positions.
This sometimes has major real-life implications.
Islam is a religion that originated near the equator,
where the length of the day did not vary much season by season. But as it became one of the great
world religions and spread around the globe, and
more importantly up and down it, the lunar calendar it used proved to have big impacts on adherents. The fasting month of Ramadan is one of the
most meaningful religious observations of the
year, where no water is drunk and no food eaten
while the sun is up. Due to the difference between
the lunar and the solar year, it rotates through the
solar year, falling in December one decade and
June the next. The fast becomes much more rigorous when you have a 15-hour day as we do in Detroit vs a 13 hour day in Mecca. (You may wonder
what happens north of the Arctic Circle - well, Muslims there either observe the fasting times of the
closest Islamic country or the times at Mecca.)

-Jonathan Kade, Publisher

what was happening with the weather and the crops
and the seasons, though, they would throw in an extra 22-or-so-day extra month every other year or so
(and sometimes multiple years in a row). This made
planning for the future pretty hard. So Julius Caesar
decided to put a stop to the silliness and invented the
leap year and the 365/366-day year with the help of a
bunch of mathematicians and scientists. However, the
Julian solar year was exactly 365.25 days long, while
the real physical solar year is 365.24 days long. It didn't affect anything on the timescales of human lives,
and things were great, even though a lot of parts of
the Roman empire refused to adopt the new calendar.
But over enough time, a long time, this tiny 0.01 day
difference causes a big problem.
A long, long time. Pope Gregory XIII, fully 1600 years
later, fixed the calendar (no doubt with a lot of help)
by skipping leap years on centuries, except centuries
divisible by 400 (like for instance the year 2000). His
people also figured out how many days we had lost to
the Julian calendar's inaccuracy. However, due to the
divisive religious politics of the era, many Protestant
counties refused to adopt the new, fixed calendar,
accusing the pope of stealing their days. The British
took almost 200 years to adopt the new calendar, and
the Russians almost 350 years.
Perhaps the most exciting impact the position of the
earth along its orbit has on human lives, with all due
respect to astrologers and weatherpeople, is the fact
that comet tails cross our orbit at certain stable positions, and thus fall on the same day every year. August is the month of the Perseid meteor shower. It has
underperformed expectations the last few years, but
it's still one of the best and one of the best ways to
turn the public out. It was disappointing not to get to
do anything with the public for them this year.
Of course, the revolution of the earth around the sun
isn't the only movement that matters. The sun is moving through the Milky Way, the Milky Way is moving
through our galactic supercluster, and spacetime itself is changing as mass redistributes itself around
the cosmos. What this means is that, in a very real
sense, you never can go home again. But, if you ignore the world outside our solar system's bubble, you
can at least come close.

Similarly, the ancient Romans had a 355-day year.
Because they *did* want their calendar to describe
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